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'Together We Can Change The World'

ESG Educational event organised by China 

Hong Kong Culture Exchange Association

Community Shaper 2030: 
Online Hackathon 

COVID-19 has exacerbated inequality all around the world, affecting the lives of those

most vulnerable in society: the elderly, the disabled, the children, the women, and the

migrants and refugees. Essential workers in sectors such as healthcare and catering

are more at risk of infection and wage cuts. Moreover, according to the American

Psychological Association, the mental health of marginalized populations has

worsened due to their lack of access to resources, such as supportive social networks.

As NGO and government support is usually more short-term, we hope to initiate a

bottom-up approach to mitigate fundamental societal problems. Our mission is to build

a sustainable community of innovators that can generate innovative solutions to tackle

visible and invisible inequalities.

Community Shaper 2030 aims to establish an annual hackathon that acts as an

innovative and educational hub for youths all around the world to create a solution,

tackling Target 10.2. The social development goals are aimed to be accomplished by

the year 2030, as such one of our core objectives, to nurture cohorts of young people

that are able to shape our community for the better by 2030.

Cohorts of talented students from different schools were invited to join this 2-day

hackathon on the 15th and 16th of August, participating in inspirational forums by

industry leaders, design-thinking workshops that nurture their character and build a

community that will continue contributing to society in the future. After the program,

finalists will be chosen to start our post-event mentorship for their project to come to

fruition.

Target 10.2: 
“By 2030, 
empower and 
promote the 
social, 
economic and 
political 
inclusion of 
all, 
irrespective of 
age, sex, 
disability, 
race, 
ethnicity, 
origin, religion 
or economic 
or other 
status”



'Mental health under challengings'

Personal training from Unleash Foundation

Unleash Training Series 2020

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® (LSP)

Comment from Strategic Team Collaboration

Workshop with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY ®（I）on 29

February: “I had an enjoyable afternoon. Mr Joe

Chan and his team are very professional. I agree

that LSP is really a good tool for developing one's

soft skills. The good flow of the workshop also gives

the participants the room to reflect and evaluate, to

communicate and collaborate. Thank you once

again for organizing this wonderful event!“

Comment form Strategic Team Collaboration

Workshop with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY ®（II）on 10

March: “I had joined many talks about team work

before. BUT the speaker was only talking and

talking about the PowerPoint notes or having some

boring games. But in today's event, it's my first time

to try Lego. The games also inspired my creativity

and let me expressing my ideas and views

confidently. Through listening to Joe and others'

sharing, I really get more insights about

collaboration!“



'Point of You’.

ikigai, photo

therapy,

Neuro-Linguistic Programming

(NLP)

！



2020, a warm and loving year
Community support form Unleash Foundation

寶利高工貿（香港）有限公司



UPOWER

Acknowledgement:

御壹工房

UNLEASH POWER (UPOWER)



Self-development time

深圳 廣州

珠海 中山 佛山

UPCOMING EVENT BY CHINA HONG KONG CULTURE EXCHANGE 
ASSOCIATION AND UNLEASH FOUNDATION:
GBA INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 



Self-development time

UPCOMING EVENT BY CHINA HONG KONG CULTURE EXCHANGE 
ASSOCIATION:
Community Shaper 2030: Symposium



Support #PayItForward Movement

ORGANIZER

SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION 

Please contact the SECRETARY of  China 

Hong Kong Culture Exchange Association for 

article sharing and/or event advertisement:

info@cultureexchange.hk  



“Kindness doesn’t just 
change other people’s lives, 

it also changes yours!”


